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JUMPING OFF -- Geoffrey Peake shoulders a 
canoe as VIA Rail’s transcontinental train, The 

Canadian  heads off after dropping the Hide-
Away Canoe Club members in Savant Lake. 

They would be driven north to Pickle Lake to 
begin their Onriver.Online trip down the Winisk. 

C a n o e l i tHACC



We are happy to have received a number 
of letters detailing what people were up 
to this past summer and are delighted to 

share these adventure with our readers.

George Luste of Toronto is among the 
most experienced and well-travelled of 
all northern paddlers. He picked up the 

solo bug a while back and did an incredible solo 
journey this year.

“I returned from my longest ever canoe trip to 
date, some 38 pounds lighter than when I left 
Toronto on June 1st. The weight loss is all to the 
good but should give you some sense of the physi-
cal effort the  trip required. I had ample food, ate as 
much as I wanted and had quite a bit of food left 
over at the end. I simply expended a lot of calories 
in the  cold temperatures, cold water and hard 
work.

“The solo canoe trip started at a boat dock, 
from my car, near Yellowknife on June 7th and 
ended 64 days later, on August 9th, at the Baker 
Lake settlement in the NW corner  of Hudson Bay, 
some 1,025 miles by my map from the start. I had 
9 full windbound or no-travel days plus other 
partial such days.

“At the start of  the trip I was going upstream 
on the Cameron River, which flows into Great  
Slave Lake. I then crossed over to the Beaulieu 
River, continuing my upstream travels. This area 
is treed but has had serious forest fires in the 
recent past. Thus some of the portages were “very 
rough” with many downed trees and no clean trail 
to follow. During the first 13 days I had a total of 
107  portages or “pull-ups” where I drag the 
loaded canoe up some rapid or current. One day, 
after 12 hours of strenuous effort I only made four 
miles of forward progress.

“On June 20th I reached MacKay Lake Lodge 
which is in the Barrens and beyond the tree line in 
the Arctic. For the prior three days I had been 

struggling with the ice on semi-frozen lakes. My 
food resupply arrived at the lodge the next day via 
a prearranged Twin Otter flight. The next two days 
I was windbound.

“The ice was late in going out in the Arctic this 
year and although I was now descending the 
Lockhart River, travelling eastward, there were 
several large lakes in which the ice was serious 
impediment, namely Mackay Lake, Aylmer Lake 
and Clinton-Coldon Lake. This required pulling 
across the ice, portaging along shore, portaging 
across peninsulas instead of paddling around, pad-
dling next to shore if there was an open lead there, 
ice-breaking my way through mush and dragging 
in ice-water. This delayed me considerably.

“At times it was very discouraging, as I was 
not  expecting so much of it. Eventually I did get 
through and crossed the  Hanbury Portage into the 
Hanbury River watershed on July 4th. From there 
I  portaged my way northward.

“With 19 portages and 4 heavy carries per 
portage to Moraine Lake and the start of the 
Baillie River, this was a bit of a grind. I followed 
the Baillie downstream, running many rapids, for 
about five days into the Back River, which flows 
NE into the Arctic Ocean. One day on the Baillie I 
covered 40 miles and dropped 200 feet without a 
portage. On July 13th, at the junction with the 
Back River I met Rob Perkins and his spouse, 
Bailey, and enjoyed a half-day socializing with 
them.

“The Back is a big river, goes through many 
big lakes and has some big rapids. I paddled 
whenever I had the energy and conditions 
allowed. Wind was now my enemy. Some days I 
would get up as early as 1 am in the morning to be 
on the water  before the winds started. My best 
day was July 18 when I covered 42 miles. Tent 
temperatures in the early morning were typically 
44 degrees F. It was a  cold July in the Arctic this 
summer and getting myself out of the warm sleep-

ing bag in the semi-darkness was real hard.
“On July 22, I caught up with another canoe 

party of 4, the John Dunn group, who had started 
on Great Slave Lake in early June, and stayed with 
them for three days, and then went ahead.

“Near the Arctic Ocean and elevation of 150 
feet, on July 29th, I turned south and upstream on 
the Meadowbank River. This again required much  
upriver dragging of canoe and equipment to. The 
rocks were often very slippery and my feet were 
quite sore some days from this stumbling.  
Eventually I again reached the height-of-land at 
430 feet and crossed over to the Thelon River 
system. From there it was an easy downstream 
paddle to the town of  Baker Lake on August 9th, 
3 days after my 59th birthday. There I met  Dick 
Irwin and his party of eight, who had canoed from 
Great Slave via the Hanbury-Thelon route plus 
Bob Dannert from Arizona who had been solo for 
54  days from northern Saskatchewan via numer-
ous watersheds.

“Two days later I flew to Rankin Inlet and then 
back to Yellowknife and my car. It took four days 
to drive the 3000 miles from there back to 
Toronto. My dependable canoe will come south 
via barge to Churchill and eventually back here in 
Toronto [I hope].

“Perhaps 1999 will be my high water mark in 
terms of distance traveled and physical effort 
demanded. Going solo has its advantages but it 
does add to the “effort and overhead”. Sometimes 
during the trip it did seem “too much” Within 
limits I enjoy the ache of my muscles after a hard 
day of paddling.

“But I did wonder at times whether my aging 
body was up to the demands I was making. I saw 
marvelous country, glorious sunsets and sunrises, 
and had much time in which to contemplate my 
existence and the good life which I enjoy.

“Of course I saw much wildlife; - musk oxen, 
caribou, Arctic wolves, wolverines and smaller 
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Editor's  Notebook

Here’s hoping you all had some great canoeing adventures this past 
summer. You will find ample evidence of our northern journey in 
these pages. The Winisk was the first big Ontario river we had done 

since the Missinaibi in 1981.
It was a treat to hop on a train in Toronto and alight a day later in Savant 

Lake, north of Thunder Bay. Train travel really agrees with me, especially 
since I don’t have to do any driving. 

And it was great to hear what others were up to - see Fall Packet - espe-
cially George Luste, (aka Old Man River) who had an incredible solo trip 
across Nunavut. Our Winisk trip was quite leisurely by his standards. The 
river’s rapids occur in the first 60 miles as it runs off the Canadian Shield. It 
then runs flat and fast for 160 miles before several sets of rapids near the vil-
lage of Peawanuck, 20 miles from the ocean.

We motored the rest of the way north with guide Maurice Mack who 
treated us to a unique experience–a walk on the 
famed Hudson Bay coast–a flat expanse of birds, 
mud and polar bears. We were walking for some 
time before spotting a mother bear and two cubs 
whom were had mistaken for sleeping rocks for 
some time–until they moved. Then another bear 
rambled in from the right to about 250 yards from 
us. No BBC’s Nature view to be sure but the per-
spective is quite different when you are propelled only by a pair of weary feet. 
These mammals were right in their element and thankfully ignored us. Our 
guides also had guns along.

The Winisk is a fabulous northern boreal experience. The well-spaced 
spruce forests are filled with spongy mosses, willow bushes and radiate the 
very feel of Cree culture which has flourished in these northern forests for 
centuries. A highlight was meeting Cree Elder Louis Bird in Peawanuck who 
enlightened us on the Conjuring House ritual and the Shaking Tent ceremony, 
a mystical part of Cree beliefs. We had first heard about it on our Missinaibi 
trip where an mid-rapid tower of rock at the apex of 

Michael Peake, Editor.

One of the great advantages in northern train 
travel comes in meeting fellow travellers and 
sharing stories. The Winisk to The Bay trip 

(see Page six) had two 24 hour train rides from to and 
from Toronto. Aboard VIA Rail’s transcontinental train 
The Canadian, we chatted with many folks about what 
they where up to. Many were curious about the strange 
men with stranger machines who were spread about the 
train. One of those people was Deborah Stuart, an 
Australian travelling the world whom we educated on 
the Voyageurs and canoe history in general which was 
speeding by the window. She responded after the trip 
with this lovely poem, e-mailed to the HACC.

SALUTE THE FRENCH RIVER

Millions of years ago, when frozen wastes stretched to the 
imagination’s edge
Great glaciers groaned and gouged the granite bedrock that 
we now call Canada.
In those pockets now lies trapped most of the fresh waters of 
the world
Rivers, ice needle sharp waters, tumble from the ancient rock
Carving the valleys deeper and the chasms that cross the land
White water, whirling. Water  pouring, boring through the 
rocks
Until it reaches the limestone archipelago that leads into the 
sea.
Thus, and from that sea, the Voyageurs - openers of secrets, 
came into the land we now call Canada.
Using the waterways like pointing fingers, using like high-
ways the rushing water
Shifting their stores inwards, the animal furs outwards, they 
traversed the land
Unlocking the secrets of an ancient people,  trapping the ani-
mals for their trade in fur.
So the engineers tore forcefully through the land, laying the 
tracks we travel on
Crossing these chasms with spiderlike bridges enormously 
dwarfed by the streams below
So we salute them in our own way, salute the French River for 
its part 
Salute the courage of the beginnings and the heroes of today.
Follow the fingers where they lead us, travel to learn the 
ancient wisdom
From a world which we can only hope that we have not 
destroyed already.

On the Tracks 
of the Voyageurs
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Newsl ine

While Nunavik (historically known as 
Ungava) has a long shopping list of 
development needs, it will have to 

compete with the Cree and the non-native popu-
lation of the James Bay region to get its priori-
ties for transportation and regional development 
recognized. 

That’s because the Quebec government 
lumps these three diverse regions and peoples 
into one huge administrative region called 
Nord-du-Québec or “the North of Quebec.” 

Quebec’s “region number 10” covers 55 per 
cent of Quebec, but it has only .5 per cent of the 
population. This artificial administrative body, 
created in 1987, has around 9,500 Inuit, 12,000 
Cree and 18,300 non-aboriginal people. 

The Quebec government also recently coined 
an odd new term for these non-native newcom-
ers who will  known in the future as 
“Jamesians”. Largely French-speaking, the 
“Jamesians” are congregated mostly in five 
communities. They get their name from the 
James Bay municipality which sits in the middle 
of traditional Cree territory and was the product 
of the 1975 Quebec  agreement with the Crees 
and Inuit spawned by the Hydro-Quebec dam-
ming. 

Quebec says that any development plans 
must “defend the interests of the population of 
Nord-du-Quebec as a whole.” With the highest 
population of all the groups in the region, the 
“Jamesians” will have a big voice. 

Due to the decline in jobs resulting Hydro-
Quebec development, “Jamesians” are sure to 
fight for more employment opportunities and 
better infrastructures. Even the Quebec govern-
ment admits that the relations between Crees 
and “Jamesians” have been “marked by dis-
trust” — although Quebec maintains that it’s not 
their fault. 

On October 1 the last of the Grey Nuns 
left Chesterfield Inlet, bringing to a 
close a 68-year period of church his-

tory in the Kivalliq region. 
“People couldn’t really believe we were 

actually leaving,” said Sister Laurette Allard, 
who spoke from her new home in St. Boniface, 
Manitoba. The entire community turned out at 
the airport to say good-bye to Sister Laurette 
and Sister Denise Gauthier. 

These two elderly Grey Nuns were the last 
members of the religious order to remain in the 
Kivalliq region. The order has provided health 
and educational services to the Kivalliq region 
for 68 years. 

Grey Nuns also taught at the Joseph Bernier 
Federal School until the residential school 
closed in 1969. After it was built in 1931, for 
many years this imposing building was the 
region’s sole hospital and the largest building in 
the eastern Arctic. 

 Despite the nuns’ departure, the home will 
continue, under a contract with the Roman 
Catholic Churchill-Hudson Bay diocese, to offer 
services to handicapped people. 

Thanks to new fishway blasted through 
solid rock, Arctic char may some day 
thrive in the rivers around Kuujjuaq. 

 “It’s the first time in the Canadian Arctic 
that a fishway has been blasted,” said Allen 
Gordon of Kuujjuaq’s Nayumavik Landholding 
Corporation. 

Unlike rivers near most other Nunavik com-
munities, Kuujjuaq’s river systems don’t have 
any resident Arctic char populations. But the 
initial results of the project to introduce these 
fish to the Nepihjee River suggests that this situ-
ation could change. 

In August, explosive experts used dynamite 
to blast a four-foot deep channel around two 
previously insurmountable waterfalls where 
they drain into Ungava Bay. Two weeks of 
manual labour were then required to remove 
obstacles and debris from the newly-blasted 
fishway. 

“To our surprise, the fish started to jump up,” 
Gordon said. During 12 days of monitoring, from 
August 20 to September 5, more than 90 char 
were counted as they climbed into the river sys-
tem. 

An egg incubator will also be placed in the 
river, and adult char may be introduced. 

Well-known everywhere in southern 
Canada for its brightly coloured red  
breast, the robin is now showing up 

in Iqaluit. “The first time we saw one was near 
the beginning of June. We couldn’t believe it!” 
said a resident of Iqaluit for more than 20 years 
who maintains a bird feeder that ordinarily 
attracts birds commonly found in the eastern 
Arctic, so the first visit by a male robin caught 
everyone off guard. 

Iqaluit’s robins, numbering at least two 
adults and a juvenile, have also been seen sev-
eral times since then near the cemetery and 
along the walking trail. 

One of the best known birds in North 
America, robins return to northern latitudes with 
the first warm spring weather, when tempera-
tures rise above freezing. But rarely are robins 
ever found in the Arctic. 

Most bird population maps and reference 
books robins aren’t found north of the treeline. 
Yet that could be changing, as warmer tempera-
tures in the Arctic open up new ranges for rob-
ins. 

Scientists have noted birds and butterflies 
moving North in response to warmer weather in 
Europe and Great Britain. 

Robins were also reportedly seen in 
Kangirsuk in northern Quebec earlier this year. 

Nunavut cabinet ministers wrapped up 
their recent Bathurst Inlet retreat in a 
timely fashion with a decision to move 

all three regions in the territory to the central 
time zone. 

Premier Paul Okalik announced that 
Nunavut would make the switch Oct. 31, estab-
lishing a single time zone will break down arbi-
trary boundaries that currently exist, he said.

Okalik said that while in Bathurst Inlet he 
was able to sympathize with residents having 
trouble getting in touch with government ser-
vices because of the time difference. The time 
zone change meant that on October 31, 
Kitikmeot residents did not need to set their 
clocks back an hour while in the Keewatin, time 
fell back to its normal hour, while in the Baffin 
region, residents had to set their clocks back two 

Nunavut

Newsline
Nunavik&
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Winisk Images

Photos by Michael Peake

WINISK SUMMER -- (Clockwise from top 
left). Tom Stevens and Geoffrey Peake do a 
rapid on the upper river; portaging through 
Toronto’s Union Station to the train; Cree 
Elder Louis Bird; Peter Brewster with a 
brook trout, one of many species found on 
the Winisk River; evening solitude on the 
lower river, Peter Brewster enjoys the view 
as the river slides by.

WINISK SUMMER -- (Clockwise from top 
left). Tom Stevens and Geoffrey Peake do a 
rapid on the upper river; portaging through 
Toronto’s Union Station to the train; Cree 
Elder Louis Bird; Peter Brewster with a 
brook trout, one of many species found on 
the Winisk River; evening solitude on the 
lower river, Peter Brewster enjoys the view 
as the river slides by.
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The Winisk to The Bay trip is over but its 
memories will warm us and the thousands 
who have - and will - log on to our website at 

www.canoe.ca/winiskriver . With almost 150,000 
hits, the trip was a success by all standards. Here 
we present some journal notes from the field as filed 
by our Chief Guide, Geoffrey Peake and our Piscine 
Director Peter Brewster. Also along were Peter 
Scott, Tom Stevens and David & Michael Peake.

Brewster - July31. 
WEBEQUIE: Bernie Cox is big and capable, 

and his grin tells clearly of his love of life in the 
north. Taking off from the Canoe Frontier base at 
Pickle Lake airport this morning, Bernie’s wife 
Lynn waving to the six guys who have invaded her 
office space and home, we sense the real beginnings 
of this adventure.

The turbo Otter made short work of the flight to 

Webequie, no surprise given the abilities of the 
plane, but as we landed on Winisk Lake a real (and 
thoroughly impressive) treat awaited.

A large welcoming group was gathered close to 
the town dock, with pickerel frying, goose cooking, 
and pots of baked beans, plates of bannock, and 
platters of onions on tables. It was touching, and just 
what we needed.

Before l960 the present site of the village was a 
place where people camped while on hunting and 
fishing trips, and all structures were temporary. 
Gradually homes were built, an airstrip made in 
1970, and the makings of a self-contained northern 
community constructed. Today, there are water and 
sewage treatment plants, two schools taking stu-
dents up to Grade 11, and a medical clinic.

Finally, all this socializing, eating, train rides, 
eating, flying, eating had to stop, and early in the 
afternoon we loaded the canoes and hit the water for 

a 
10-mile slog against a brisk northwest wind to the 
outflow of the lake. A good warmup to loosen the 
paddling muscles and attune the soul to life on the 
water.

Brewster - August 2
We likely only did about 12 or 14 miles today, 

but it was one long high of fast water. Tashka 
Rapids was the centrepiece of a superb day, but 
before it and after it are runs that would satisfy any 
canoeist.

On two occasions we lined and dragged around 
the top of rapids, then climbed aboard for a tricky 
race down to the next one.

Scenically, this is high quality country - big, 
open bends, rocky, wooden islands in the river and 
one tight left-hander that had Handle With Care 
written all over it. The ledges are big, and stretch 
right across the river.

6.
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Winisk to The Bay

A REAL LETDOWN -- Peter Scott and Geoff Peake lining a canoe down the second set of Tashka Rapids on Northern Ontario’s upper Winisk River.
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All under a sky that went from cobalt blue to 
black in the space of minutes, with thunder rolling 
across the landscape as a prelude to our daily down-
pour.

Guide’s Journal. August 4.
Today, we finished off the last of the ‘portages’, 

although we have yet to do one.  It’s not that I have 
anything against portages.  I’ve done lots of them in 
my time.  They’re actually an excellent way to 
stretch your legs after too many days with your bot-
tom stuck to a canoe seat.   I just don’t like portag-
ing around perfectly good rapids we could just as 
easily be running.   The trick is to know when a 
rapid is runnable or not, and, as Chief Guide, the 

task of scouting and finding a route usually falls to 
me.

For example, today when we approached 
Rough Rapids, we could hear from above a deeper 
rumble that indicated a steep drop, but not deep 
enough to be a falls.  I stood up for a second to gain 
a better view of the rapid. (yes there ARE times 
when it is fine to stand in a canoe)  I could see two 
possible routes down the river—one on each bank.  
The left shore looked runnable but a little rocky.  
The right side had lots of water, but a ledge system 
ran out from shore across most of the river, and I 
couldn’t tell if there was enough room for us to pass 
close to shore.

We lined the first chute, and paddled closer to 

the final drop.  Tom and I paddled ahead first to 
check it out.  The water here was swift but shallow, 
so we were able to get out, standing in the current 
holding the canoe, and glance ahead at the drop.  A 
barrier of several rocks and a large tree was block-
ing a clear entry to the run.  Tom neatly disposed of 
the tree down the rapid, leaving me to ponder 
whether we would be able to manoeuvre around the 
rocks then cut back into shore, literally within 
inches of the bank, to avoid the large foaming wave 
created by the ledge.  This is always the hardest 
part, because it relies on your personal judgement.  
Usually you get a gut feeling on whether or not you 
can run it, and it’s always best to listen to this feel-
ing.  

Onr i v e r.On l in e

Winisk to The Bay–The family way
By JOHN CLEMENT

Like the HACC, we canoed the Winisk this summer with a group of six, but that is 
where the similarities ended. Well, there was one more similarity, we were a family 
group but the mix was quite different, five females and me. To be more precise it con-
sisted of four daughters, whose ages range from 9 
to 17, my wife, Chris, and me.  

Our family vacations for the past ten years 
have been spent paddling the lakes and rivers of 
Ontario. This year we began our trip at 
Lansdowne House on Lake Attawapiskat, which 
was our ending point three years ago on a trip 
down the Pineimuta River. Anxious to paddle all 
the way to the ‘big bay’, and desiring for a little 
longer trip, we decided it would be interesting to 
continue one of our previous endeavors.  

It was the first year in the bow for our nine year 
old, Sarah, and the route was ideal. The first week 
of the trip we canoed lakes and a small river system 
leading to Webequie, which provided the perfect 
training ground for the big waters ahead. The rapids 
were mostly chutes with boulders piled on both 
sides connecting two larger bodies. Our notes indicated, “the boulders had been removed 
by previous generations.”

After six days we reached Webequie and the headwaters of the Winisk. With some 
apprehension we approached the first real rapids. We had canoed other rivers to the 
James Bay, but this seemed to be more ominous.  As the leader (and father) who had 
organized this great adventure, I assured everyone that we were well prepared for what 
lay ahead.  At least I hoped!

As we approached the first marked rapids, we never remotely considered shooting 
them. We paddled straight to the portage and began our work.  Halfway through our 
second trip we heard the whine of motors through the trees, and seconds later met two 
fishermen walking the path. They informed us that the native guides had dropped them 
off to walk, while they powered up the rapids in their skiffs. From that point on we 

decided to scout before making the decision to portage.
Over the next several days we worked our way through the major rapids of the 

Winisk. Like coach with a struggling team, I moved my players around until we found 
the most comfortable and competent pairings. Once I shot a rapid twice with my oldest 
daughter, Elizabeth, while my wife and Sarah walked the rocks. Then the inevitable 

happened on a rapid in a very wide part of the 
river. Chris and Emily (15) hit a rock, went 
broadside and took a swim. Sarah and I eddy 
hopped back and made an excellent rescue of all 
floating debris and Emily. Chris floated the canoe 
down to calm water.  The only other catastrophe 
of the trip was when Katherine (11) sprained her 
ankle portaging on the rocks around the lower 
part of Baskineig Falls.  But youthfulness, a nice 
campsite, and sun the next day made for a speedy 
recovery.

As always on a wilderness trip, the cohe-
siveness and compatibility of the group are para-
mount to the success of the trip. This can be a 
challenge when there is a forty-year age span 
between the youngest and oldest. But the sim-
plicity of life on the river has a way of eliminat-

ing the generation gap that exists back in the civilized world. On the river we are all 
kids.  That means that we can play the same games, laugh at the same jokes, and horse 
around together at the campsite.

However, we do maintain a few parental privileges. First and foremost we have an 
adult tent and a children’s tent. This was difficult for my wife to accept at first, but I have 
convinced her that they are perfectly safe (or alternatively, they wouldn’t be any safer if 
I was in their tent). In fact the kids enjoy the chaos, craziness and camaraderie of their 
own tent, as much as we enjoy the serenity of ours.  And then there are the ghost stories 
around the fire when dad scares the kids, and often himself.

Our trip ended in Peawanuck on July 7th with a great sense of accomplishment.  We 
had made our first trip to the Hudson Bay on a major Ontario river. Three weeks later 
we followed the HACC down the Winisk online and marveled at the fact that they 

The Paddling Clements at Tashka Rapids - Parents John and 
Chris and (left to right)Emily, Katherine, Elizabeth, and Sarah.
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In this case, my ‘inner voice’ gave us the green 
light, so we hopped back in the boat, paddles flying 
back and forth in the water, and Whoosh!, it was 
over in a flash. We’d managed to hit the route 
exactly as planned. Then came the post-rapid high, 
the euphoric feeling you get after any high-risk 
activity is actually over. We did a quick eddy turn 
into shore, grabbed the cameras, and watched the 
other boats follow down, knowing  that, this time, 
WE wouldn’t be the ones to go swimming.

 
Guide’s Journal August 6

Tonight we are camped about 115 miles below 
our starting point of Webequie, and halfway to our 
proposed finish at Peawanuck. The river has set-
tled down in character the last few days. The steep 
drops and falls that characterized the upper river 
has given way to a steady and unyielding flow that 
is working its way toward tidewater around 3 mph. 
The weather continues to be sunny and cool, 
although we have had a bit rain every day thus 
far—this explains why the river levels are high. 

This year we have a new piece of equipment 
that is causing a bit of controversy: a water filter.  
This is actually the first time ever we have ever 
treated or filtered our water.  Oh, I know there are 
probably many of you who unfailingly treat your 
water on all of your trips—better safe than sorry. 
But we take pride in going to places where the 
water is still pure and unadulterated. Most of the 
rivers we have paddled have few roads, settle-
ments, or even people living on them. This year, 
we bought one of those pump-filter units. There’s 
only one problem with it: the water tastes bad.

Now I have no doubts that the water is properly 
clear of all harmful bacterium, algae, bugs, and all 
that good stuff, but (pardon the pun) it’s a bit hard 
to swallow bad-tasting water on a canoe trip. Now 
I don’t know if this off-flavor is just the residue in 
the cartridge that will wear off with time, or if this 
is how it’s supposed to taste, but the water has a 
definite flavour and aroma of chemicals. So far 
Tom has been the only one to religiously use it all 
the time,the rest of us tried it for a few days and 
quit.  

Brewster August 7
MILE 145, WINISK RIVER: We stroked off 

30 miles today, without much effort and with our 
friendly neighbourhood headwind in more or less 

constant attendance.
Decision-making on a camp site for the night 

was aided by a huge and ominous black cloud to 
the west, and we just got the tents nicely set up 
when the heavens opened. In 20 minutes the rain 
had stopped, and the sun is now streaming down 
on camp.

And what a camp it is. And how the fluctuating 
weather mirrors the changing scenery along this 
river. We’re settled on the south end of a large 
island, sheltered well by willows towards the V 
where the current splits around us, and to the north 
by a high bank and trees.

Today, after long scenic views down a widen-
ing river, we entered a series of islands just before 
the very pronounced right-angle bend in the river 
that is the main feature of a map of the Winisk.

One of the most obvious features of the terrain 
of the last 10 miles is the amount of burned land. 
You can see where the fire that raged through here 
some time in the last 20 years jumped the river and 
torched the north bank, leaving in some places a 
sharp line between charred trees and older growth.

Right now I hear a combative discussion going 
on about where the pasta has been stashed - but 
there’s a counter move afoot to break out the rum 
and lemonade for a boisson, the traditional voya-
geurs’ end of day libation.

I’m supporting that, in case you’re wondering. 
Yes, I think I’d better go out and supervise this. 

Guide’s Journal August 13
I’m writing tonight’s dispatch from inside a 

teepee in the town of Peawanuck.  Now, before you 
paint a rustic picture of spruce poles and canvas 
skin in your mind, bear in mind this teepee is a little 
different.  It is a fully framed and furnished, com-
plete with walls, shingles, a front door, two beds 
and a desk, and—most importantly—an electrical 
outlet.   

Hudson Bay Polar Bear Park Adventures, the 
company that runs guided trips out to the bay, has 
built six of these structures high on the banks of the 

Winisk.  
We now have an unbridled supply of electrons 

to power all our hi-tech needs, and thus can enjoy 
a sense of abundance and luxury in using these 
items that has not been possible since we left 
Pickle Lake.   

One of the fascinating things of northern travel 
(or any travel for that matter) is the interesting 
people you meet. Louis Bird, a Cree elder, caught 
sight of our canoes and came over to have a chat. 
Louis is a fascinating character—a living example 
of the great changes that have swept over his peo-
ple in the last 40 years. Louis was born on the land, 
up the coast towards Fort Severn, in 1934.  He 
recalls the days when the Cree lived a nomadic 
lifestyle, moving from winter camps in the bush to 
the summer camps on the Bay.  There were few 
permanent settlements.  

The construction of the radar base at the mouth 
of the Winisk in the late 50’s changed all of that. 
He was particularly interested in our laptops and 
satphone.  Louis laughed when we told him of how 
we could send our stories every day so that others 
could hear about how our trip was going.

“We used to have something like that too, you 
know.” 

We looked at each other in disbelief. How was 
this possible?

Louis described to us the story of the Conjuring 
House, a Cree practice shrouded in mystery. There 
were people, said Louis, who had the ability to 
communicate with others from a great distance 
away. This ritual, called the Shaking Tent, was 
performed by certain skilled individuals who had 
developed the power over many years. We would 
call this person a Shaman, although Louis said the 
Conjuror’s role was greater than that. 

The Conjuror was able to summon, through the 
Shaking Tent ceremony, the voices of people many 
miles away, and with the psychic’s gift of insight. 
He described the ceremony as a powerful medi-
cine, and often the abilities of such people were 
recognized at only a few years of age, often when 
the child would have a recurring series of bad 
dreams. The child would then receive an extensive 
apprenticeship to develop the skills.

Louis laughed then. “Now, I guess, everyone 
just uses the  Internet” He said that he himself now 
had a laptop only with a Cree syllabic keyboard, 
and was writing down the oral histories of his 

Expedit ions
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Paddle Your Own Canoe
By Gary and Joanie McGuffin
Boston Mills Press, Erin, ON
1999 208pp. $39.95
ISBN 1-55046-214-8

All books reviewed by Michael Peake.

The McGuffins have struck again with 
another beautifully illustrated canoe book. 
The paddling pair, who recently gave birth 

to a baby girl, have been steadily turning out high-
quality material over the years. But Paddle Your 
Own Canoe is something different.

What’s really unique about this book is that it is 
essentially Bill Mason’s Path of the Paddle 20 years 
on. And what’s especially interesting is that there is 
no mention made of Bill whatsoever. Not that there 
should be be–but you kind of thought there might 
be. In effect it signals the end of the active Mason 
era, and that’s inevitable and significant.

As always, Gary McGuffin - who is the hidden 
half of this pair - produces some superb photos. 
There are hundreds of instructional pictures and 
many beautiful scenics. There are more heavy 
whitewater strokes than Mason featured. And as 
one reviewer pointed out, there sure are a lot of 
pictures of Joanie!

But it is an impressive package of layout, design 
and graphics and well worth the money for the pad-
dler seeking to expand his abilities.

Further Up the Creek
By Kevin Callan
Boston Mills Press, Erin, ON
1999 168pp. $19.95
ISBN 1-55046-275-X 

Sharp-eyed readers might note that Further Up 
the Creek is the only book not written by a 
canoeing couple. Well, you can bet Kevin’s 

wife Alana had her fair share of input. Kevin con-
tinues his great series of wonderfully interesting 

canoe guides 
in Ontario and 
Quebec. 

Kevin’s books 
are always great 
reading with 
quality photos 
and maps - an 
i n c r e d i b l e 
r e s o u r c e . 
Because what 
Callan is really 
telling us is that 
there is a world 

of wonderful paddling much closer to home than 
many people think. 

Some of the rivers covered include the 
Mattawa, Ivanhoe,Temagami, Sand and Coulonge. 
He has done all these routes so he knows what he’s 
talking about. Besides that - Kevin Callan is one of 
the nicest people in the canoeing world. 

Wilderness Rivers 
of Manitoba
By Hap Wilson & Stephanie Ackroyd
Can. Recreational Canoeing Ass’n.
1999 160pp. $24.95
ISBN 1895-46526-5

Hap Wilson has been putting out river 
guide books for many years and has the 
formula down pat. But this book looks 

more like a committee job as opposed to some-
thing in Hap’s 
total control. 

T h e 
C a n a d i a n 
Recreat ional 

Canoeing Association is the publisher and 

numerous sponsors are boldly displayed on the 
first few pages. Hap’s maps are tops and that 
proves to be the case here. He is clearly an artist 
and his unique style shines through. There is a 
smattering of nice colour photos but the many 
accompanying black and whites are poorly 
reproduced. They have a gray sheen and lack 
any kind of snap or contrast - a common feature 
in less expensive books.

Hap is co-writer with his new wife, Stephanie 
Ackroyd, a fellow artist takes us across the 
expanse of northern Manitoba covering 2500 
miles of northern routes. Hap notes in the intro 
that it actually took longer to draw the 300 maps 
contained in the book than it did to paddle the 
rivers!

And those rivers include the Berens, 
Bloodvein, Hayes, Grass and most noteworthy 
the Seal. Many people will remember the 
incredible photos Hap got on the Seal which 
was engulfed in forest fires right to the edge of 
the river. They are dramatic pictures which have 
a dramatic story accompanying them.

Cradle to Canoe
By Rolf and Debra Kraiker
Boston Mills Press, Erin, ON
1999 167pp. $19.95
ISBN 1-5506-294-6

As a rela-
t i v e 
n e w -

comer to the busi-
ness of raising a 
child, this book 
has a natural 
attraction. The 
Kraikers ended up 
taking their two 
young children of 
the Thelon River 
and the entire 

experience was a positive one - or so they say.
Cradle to Canoe  is a thorough and readable book 

covering the all the bases and, most importantly, it 
is derived from their own experience on the trail.

The photos in the book, mostly black and white 
(and wonderful quality) tell you they know what 
they’re doing. Missinaibi, Superior with toddlers, 
the Horton River. It takes a special kind of parent to 

Canoel i t



MM SYMPOSIUM. . . Besides letting us in on his 
summer plans (see page 2) University of Toronto 
professor and noted symposia organizer George 

Luste also gave us the lowdown on the first Wilderness Canoeing 
Association, Wilderness and Canoeing  Symposium of the new millen-
nium and the 15th in the series. The dates for this popular day and an 
evening slide and talkfest are Friday and Saturday, the weekend of 
February 4 - 5, 2000. The main topic is Northern Ontario but will 
include adjoining Manitoba and Quebec and George said he is still 
working on an actual title. As usual, it will be held at Monarch Park 
Collegiate in Toronto and all details are as usual.

In due course more information will be posted at the following  web 
site: http://members.tripod.com/northernbooks/ At this writing it con-
tains only has the 1999 information.]

MAKING TRACKS . . . The annual Snow Walker’s 
Rendezvous will be held at the Hulbert Outdoor Centre in 
Fairlee Vermont on November 12 -14. A large number of 

paddlers are also winter travellers and they get together every year for 
a dose of story swapping and good cheer. Speakers include the 
Conovers, Garrett and Alexandra, who were recently featured in 
Outside Magazine as being among the best in the outdoor field, quite 
an honour and a well deserved one. Kevin Slater and Polly Mahoney 
will be talking about travel with and care for sled dogs. One of the 
features is a display of the various tenting setups as well as displays, 
maps photo albums, sleds tools – and great knowledge. 

For more info on the weekend contact Deb Williams at the Hulbert 
Outdoor Centre, 2968 Morey Lake Rd, Fairlee, VT USA 05045. 
T: 802.333.3405, Fax: 802.333.3404, E: deb-williams@valley.net .

PADDLIN’ PRINCE . . . Prince Andrew’s canoeing connections 
to Canada continue even though he hasn’t tripped in more than 
a decade. The Duke of York received a paddle from famed canoe 

builder Walter Walker, 91, during a visit to the Canadian Canoe 
Museum in Peterborough, ON in September. Walker gave the Duke 
one of his cedarstrip canoes when he left nearby Lakefield College 
School in 1978. The presentation was part of a tour by the prince com-
bined with ceremonies at his old school. He kindly donated the paddle 
to the museum for all to enjoy. He took the full tour at the museum and 
even tried his hand a working on a birch bark canoe.
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Expedit ions

game. All in all I again found it a marvellous experi-
ence.”

We also heard from another northern 
veteran paddler, David Thompson, 
who spent from July 3-17 on the 

Ellice River. For the record we believe it is pro-
nounced Ellis.

“This summer, during the first two weeks of 
July, I paddled with five other people on the Ellice 
River and was delighted to read the lead story 
when I got back. Especially since I could find very 
little on the river prior to our departure. It was 
interesting comparing Doug McKown’s trip and 
our own. 

“We had high water for much of the trip so 
dragging canoes over the initial parts of the river 
was not an issue. But also at the end of the trip 
where Doug and his party were able to shoot some 
of the rapids, we were forced to portage every-
thing. We also did not have the weather - the first 
couple of days were nice but after that strong 
winds from north, rain and drizzle, high tempera-
tures during the day of 46 F and at night usually 
around 32 F.

“We did not see much in the way of wildlife - 
the odd caribou and muskox, but I think that every-
thing was back in the valleys. We did see thou-
sands of Canada Geese and even eagles and foxes 
taking some of the young. Also fascinating was the 
difference in rapids. We did a great deal of portag-
ing and lining. Over 80 rapids, most of them rock 
gardens with drops at the end.  

“Our 1:50,000 maps were not particularly 
accurate.  Places that indicated swifts were in some 
cases small falls! At the end of the river we ran into 
the sea ice of the Queen Maud Gulf. “

This is the final letter in the series of trip let-
ters begun two issues ago to the Geriatric 
Canoe Club from Will Lange.

“Just a note written in the afterglow, now that 
I’m able once again to climb the stairs to my office 
and the dust of the party has more or less settled. I 
can’t thank you all enough for all you did to make 
the trip a success. Making the carrying yokes; fill-
ing the stoves; charting our progress; hydrating the 
dried stuff; pitching in on the portages till every-
body’s stuff was over; patching those pesky leaks; 
sharing dry clothes; identifying Skeffington’s 
glucose gull and the pulmonary plover; filleting 
the fish; even telling stupid jokes around the fire 
the last night.

Nor can I express adequately my thanks for the 

beautiful parka. I’ve yearned for just such a jacket 
for years, but could never quite do it. It’ll last the 
rest of my life.

“Eric, John, and Rob took the canoes to Eric’s, 
where they cleaned, dried, and repacked them. Eric 
will store them, along with lists of the work each 
needs, in the attic of his barn. They’re available for 
a nominal rental fee to anyone who was on the trip. 
I’ve scrubbed the wanigan and put it away for the 
next outing. The pots, pans, and a Duluth pack 
have disappeared, and I suspect somebody out on 
Goose Pond, with a urologist’s help, is polishing 
them up. I’m looking for my braided nylon rope, 
should anybody know where it is. I tie my boat 
onto my truck with it.

“There are still a few more charges to come in, 
converted to US funds, but at the moment I’d say 
we’re looking pretty good. We got the satellite 
phone just in time; Iridium has filed for bankrupt-
cy.  I’ll scan their last charge carefully to make sure 
they aren’t asking us to help pay off more than our 
share of their $3 billion debt.

“In the Loose Ends Department: Kim Lyon 
reports the discovery of a package of smoked fish 
in the back of the big van. I’m not sure it still 
exists, but if you think it’s yours, speak up, and I’ll 
find out.

“I’ve probably forgotten a few things, but they 
can’t be too important. Certainly not as important 
as thanking you again for everything you did to 
make it possible for us to reach one of the world’s 
most beautiful river mouths.

“Hang by your thwarts — but not the alumi-
num ones!”

Paul Elson, from Sudbury paddled the 
Winisk about a week after the HACC start-
ed down. He wrote us with his impressions.

“Well, we’ve been back a few weeks and it has 
still not registered completely about what we did. 
The water, the sunsets, the wildlife, the total expe-
rience was everything I imagined and more. I don’t 
know if I can ever be satisfied again by the local 
rivers around here.

“For the first few days back in civilization, I 
was lost in everyday, routine tasks. After getting up 
in the morning, I wanted to gather firewood and 
start coffee in the battered old pot.

“Went into the Winisk site (www.canoe.ca/ 
winiskriver) again last night, just to see some 
familiar sights. It’s a strange feeling to see some-
thing on the web where I can say “I was there”, I 
did that”.  Great site, by the way.

 “Some of my greatest memories:
• what a vast and beautiful province and coun-

try we live in
• running Bear Head Rapids - a real heart stop-

per
• how fast the weather changed
• northern lights
• not using insect repellent
• the unbelievable power of the water 
• the heat - tanned more than Sam Hunter
• trying to slow down - taking every side chan 

        nel to kill time
• the wildlife - bald and gold eagles, osprey, 

goshawk, woodpecker, Canadas by the hundreds, 
snow geese, owl, ducks, loons, caribou, black bear, 
otter, wolf, black fox, seals, whales and polar 
bears. And more birds that I could not recognize.

“Like your group, we spent part of the last day 
talking about our next adventure. We have a river 
or two picked, now it is just a matter of when and 
how. Something like how this one started. You 
never know, we may run into each other again, on 
some remote northern river. Here’s to fantastic 
journeys.”

Peter Harmathy from Yellowknife, NWT had 
some concerns over fishing practices out-
lined in Outfit 97.

“I enjoyed Doug McKown’s account of his trip 
down the Ellice River in your last issue. He 
reminded me of all the things I love about the north 
and why I have made it my home.  

“But I felt saddened  by the fishing described in 
his article: “Mike and I fished quite a bit, but with 
no net and light gear, we were never able to actu-
ally land one of the big lake trout. They would 
tease us for fifteen or twenty minutes, then simply 
turn and swim away, snapping our lines.”  

“Any large fish that is on a line for 20 minutes 
is nearly exhausted to death. After the line snaps, 
you are leaving a fish with a hook and metal lure in 
its mouth that it cannot remove. More than likely, 
the lure and hook will restrict feeding and possibly 
cause the fish’s premature death. 

“I know it’s a paradise out there and there are 
plenty of fish to be had, but let’s not abuse this 
abundance. Fishing should be done by anglers 
who use the right tackle and who know how to 
properly bring a fish in, disgorge and release it. 
Inexperienced anglers should not be allowed to 
fish for sport, as they are damaging an important 
natural resource. I love to fish and I also respect all 
fish that I catch, release or eat. I had hoped that 

Ellice Adventure continued
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Founded in 1973 by Nick NickelsWe check out a wild ride to James 
Bay on the Harricana River with an 

ageing and prestigious group of 
northern paddlers who set their sites 
a little further south than normal.

The last issue of this Millennium 
will have - what else - a few lists 
focussing on the best of canoeing 
accomplishments and those who 

accomplished them.

Ahead in Outfit 99
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WELL READ -- Actor Pierce Brosnan, who plays the title character in the 
new movie Grey Owl checks out a copy of Che-Mun during a press tour for 
the movie. Brosnan, best known for playing James Bond 007, stars in the 

movie which was finally released, to mixed reviews, in September. Directed 
by Richard Attenborough, the film was shot in numerous rural settings in 
Quebec including Wakefield and lakes Abitibi and Massawippi.




